Dynamic changes of fibrin architecture during fibrin formation and intrinsic fibrinolysis of fibrin-rich clots.
Clotting and fibrinolysis are initiated simultaneously in vivo, and fibrinolysis usually occurs without any individualized lysis front (intrinsic fibrinolysis). We have developed a novel model to assess whether morphological changes resulting from intrinsic fibrinolysis are similar to those previously reported at the lysis front using externally applied lytic agents. Fibrin assembly and fibrinolysis were followed in real-time by confocal microscopy using gold-labeled fibrinogen molecules. An increase in fiber absorbance (30%, p < 0.01) and a decrease in fiber diameter (60%, p < 0.01) due to the ongoing accumulation and packing of fibrin molecules were the most significant detectable features occurring during fibrin assembly. Similar features with a similar magnitude were observed during fibrin dissolution, but in the reverse order and with a 3-fold increase in duration. Then, lysing fibers were progressively transected laterally, and thinner fibers were cleaved at a 2.5-fold faster rate than thicker fibers (p < 0.001). Frayed lysing fibers were seen to interact progressively with adjoining fibers (agglomeration), leading to a 76 and 88% increase in the network pore diameter (p < 0.05) and fiber diameter (p < 0.01), respectively. At the maximum decrease in fiber absorbance (46%, p < 0.05), the network suddenly collapsed with the release of large fragments that gradually vanished. Morphological changes of fibrin that occur during intrinsic fibrinolysis are similar as those observed next to the lysis front, although they are not restricted spatially to the clot/surrounding milieu interface but are observed through the entire clot.